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Monday, 25 September 2017

Plenary lectures
Auditório do 1º andar (first floor)

9:00-10:30 h  Panel 1: Regionalism after Brexit

Opening and welcome, introduction into the topic
Anna Barkhausen (DAAD)
Brigitte Weiffen (Cátedra Martius, USP)
Detlef Nolte (GIGA Hamburg)
Paulo Borba Casella (Law Faculty, USP)

Keynote: Comparative Regionalism: State of the Art and Avenues for Future Research
Thomas Risse (Free University Berlin)

10:30-11:00 h  Coffee break

11:00-12:30 h  Panel 2: The EU and Latin America after Brexit

EU and Latin America: From Interregionalism to Bilateralism
Susanne Gratius (Autonomous University of Madrid)

Bringing EU Studies Back to Latin American Regionalism
Detlef Nolte (GIGA Hamburg)

Chair: Kirstyn Inglis (International Relations Institute, USP)

12:30-14:00 h  Lunch break

Workshops

14:00-18:00 h  EU Peace and Stability Mechanisms in International Relations Post-Brexit
Sala Frederico Steidel, Second floor

O Futuro do Regionalismo na América Latina I
Sala João Monteiro, Second floor

Identidade e integração: A independência da Catalunha e a proteção das minorias na Europa
Sala Arouche Rendon, Second floor
Tuesday, 26 September 2017

**Plenary lectures**
Auditório do 1º andar (first floor)

9:00-10:30 h  Panel 3: Political challenges to European regionalism

*The Enemy Inside: European Extremists in Perspective*
Ana Paula Tostes (State University of Rio de Janeiro - UERJ)

*EU Limitations in Enforcing the Rule of Law in Member States*
Carlos Closa Montero (Institute for Public Goods and Policies, Spanish National Research Council)

Chair: Carolina Pavese (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais, Poços de Caldas)

10:30-11:00 h  Coffee break

11:00-12:30 h  Panel 4: Latin American regionalism in standby mode?

*Is Latin American Regionalism a Living Dead?*
Andrés Malamud (University of Lisbon)

*Is the Pacific Alliance still the Great Hope?*
Lorena Oyarzún Serrano (University of Chile)

Chair: Janina Onuki (International Relations Institute, USP)

12:30-14:00 h  Lunch break

**Workshops**

14:00-18:00 h  The EU Global Strategy and the EU-Brazil Strategic Partnership
Sala Frederico Steidel, Second floor

*O Futuro do Regionalismo na América Latina II*
Sala João Monteiro, Second floor

*Democracy and human rights crises and their impact on regionalism*
Sala Arouche Rendon, Second floor

*Pensar o Federalismo a partir de Hannah Arendt*
Sala Pires de Mota, Third floor
Wednesday, 27 September 2017

Plenary lectures
Auditório do 1º andar

9:00-10:30 h  Panel 5: Mercosur – still emulating the EU?

The Future of Mercosur: A Brazilian Perspective
Andrea Ribeiro Hoffmann (Pontifical Catholic University, Rio de Janeiro)

The Future of Mercosur: An Argentinean Perspective
Nicolás M. Comini (Universidad del Salvador, Buenos Aires)

Chair: Maria Antonieta Del Tedesco Lins (International Relations Institute, USP)

10:30-11:00 h  Coffee break

11:00-12:30 h  Panel 6: Beyond Europe and Latin America: experiences from other regions

Overlapping Regionalism and Region-Building in Africa
Christof Hartmann (University of Duisburg-Essen)

Revising regionalism in ASEAN: how much internal and external strain is building up?
Maria-Gabriela Manea (University of Freiburg)

Chair: Brigitte Weiffen (Cátedra Martius, USP)

12:30-14:00  Lunch break

Workshops

14:00-18:00 h  Economic and financial integration in comparative perspective
Sala Frederico Steidel, Second floor

Contemporary security dynamics: Europe and beyond
Sala João Monteiro, Second floor

The protection of rights
Sala Arouche Rendon, Second floor